Written by Sam Longley

Beanstalk promotes tolerance and understanding, bringing people together and finding
connection through our differences.
Students will delve into the world of giants, cloud farming and magical gardening as they
follow a humorous story that will have them thinking about what it means to be seen in a
negative light based purely on external appearances and will learn how we can become more
accepting and compassionate towards one another.
These learning activities contain videos and both thematic and other story links across the
curriculum. We hope you find them interesting, challenging and fun!

Beanstalk Teacher Notes: High School
Connecting the Performance to the West Australian Curriculum
Year 7 & 8
Drama

Year 9 & 10
Drama

All Years
General
Capabilities

Curriculum Links

Activities / Ideas

Imaginary spaces created by stage
components and properties,
the elements of
drama and audience (ACADRM044)
Design and technology to support
dramatic impact
and audience enjoyment of the
theatrical experience
(ACADRM044)

Investigation on how design &
technology were used alongside the
elements of drama to create the
different settings within the one set
piece. Activity could be giving
students a series of basic set pieces and
getting them to create a short
improvisation that uses these set pieces
to create 3 very different settings
within their piece.

Analytical writing using
different forms of communication
on viewed live performances (live or
digital copies of live performances),
focusing on the elements of
drama and design and technology to
make meaning (ACADRR053)
Object Theatre & Links to Poor
Theatre.

Writing a review on the performance
and exploring how the design elements
and technology were used to create
meaning within the piece.

Literacy
Numeracy
Critical and Creative Thinking
Ethical Understanding
Sustainability

- Writing a reflection on the
performance
- An activity based on scale, the size
of the fruit and vegetables compared
to the giant.
- Creatively using objects to represent
things other than what they are.
- Exploring the idea of the hero & the
villain and how this can change
based on perspective
- Using recycled materials as props to
represent other things

Supporting materials
Introducing Puppetry as an Art Form
For ideas on how to get your students engaging with puppetry and creativity, we
have an online learning page on the Spare Parts Puppet Theatre website with a
series of 5 minute clips for making different types of puppets with everyday
materials.
Introducing Puppetry and Object Theatre
Beanstalk puppetry is Object Theatre, where we use everyday objects and the
viewer’s imaginations to create characters. Here are two short videos
introducing the concept of Object theatre to encourage your students to enter
our theatre with an open mind to this art form, and their own creative
engagement with the world around them!
Object Theatre and Puppetry (characters from Hare Brain):
https://vimeo.com/392881780/aa02160aaa
Introduction to Object Theatre (characters from Beanstalk):
https://vimeo.com/444119146/7dbb09c371
Don’t play with your food and meet Jack:
https://vimeo.com/444119065/9dd9b732d8
Introducing the Theme
Beanstalk uses the well known character of the Giant from Jack and the
Beanstalk to open a conversation about thinking critically about the way
characters are portrayed and how we see them. These two short videos can help
set the scene for the change of perspective to a story and stereotype that your
students will know well, but from a very different side.
Giants can be nice: https://vimeo.com/444119251/527f000015
The Trouble with being a Giant: https://vimeo.com/444118834/b6babf65bf

Pre-Show Activities
1. Warm up game in a circle using a cloth; take turns to imagine the
cloth as many things, the more different the better e.g. shaking it
along the floor as a river or a snake etc. Main activity: students are
given a range of recycled things e.g. boxes, egg cartons, empty bottles
etc. Students are tasked with using these objects within their story to
represent something other than what they are. They could become
their characters or could be used as props. Students perform these
scenes to the class at the end of the lesson.
(Extension Version for Older or Gifted & Talented Students)
Students work in pairs and need to create characters using the pieces
given. They also need to transform these objects by using voice and
movement techniques to uniquely characterise each of the objects.
2. A numeracy activity, based on stage craft and set pieces. Watch
youtube vid on a creative way another theatre company has done so in
the past / show a clip from Beanstalk, of Brian the Giant’s explaining
how the fruit & veg become his people
(https://vimeo.com/444119146/7dbb09c371). Main activity: Students need
to figure out Brian the Giant’s height, based on the height of a cherry
tomato as a human, using scale to do so. The students will then
explore how this story could be told at a theatre if the actors were the
cherry tomatoes, i.e. look at ‘the giants’ – those big French puppets /
which types of venues this would be appropriate it / how scale can
impact the storytelling.
(Extension Version for Older or Gifted & Talented Students)
Students to create their own set design using this scale and to justify
their choices of set pieces, levels or colours.
3. A courtcase style lesson focussed on looking at empathy, feelings
and perspective. Students in groups of 6 choose a fairy tale (common
ones that most people know), the groups will then split in half 3 and 3
and the students have to create an improvised debated arguing for
either the hero or the villain AKA debating who in the story is the

hero and who is the villain. Each student will be given one of 3 roles
– the evidence collector (who needs to search through the story to
think critically about when this character was ‘good’ or ‘bad’), the
rebutter (who needs to come up with a series of counter arguments to
go against the other teams evidence) and the empath (who is
responsible for the closing statement who looks at why we should
have empathy for their character). They have the class time to prepare
their arguments and then at the end of the lesson there will be a live
debate. Students in other groups will act as the jury and vote on a
guilt or non-guilty verdict. The teacher could encourage students to
explore the feelings that particular characters may have due to other
characters actions i.e. in Beanstalk the giant feels sad when Jack steals
from him. – cross curriculum priorities: ethical understanding, critical
and creative thinking.
(Extension Version for Older or Gifted & Talented Students)
Students are to write a feature article or persuasive text which argues
why a particular fictional ‘villain’ was portrayed incorrectly. They
need to use emotive language to convince the reader of their position
and can use resources online such as the empathy museum, to
strengthen their arguments. Students could also explore characters or
figures in real life who have encouraged a change of perspective on
particular topics e.g. Vincent Lingiari, Julia Gillard, Arya Stark, or
Atticus Finch.
4. Object theatre, research lesson on object theatre – students need to
spend half the lesson researching object theatre, they need to define it
and find examples. From there students must find an object in their
bags or in the classroom and use that to present a short improvisation
demonstrating their understanding on object theatre. The video of
Philip with the mop could be used as an example here.
(Extension Version for Older or Gifted & Talented Students)
Students could spend a few lessons perfecting this task as a ‘planned
improvisation’ and their performance could be used as an assessment
piece.

Post-Show Activities
1. Writing a review / critically viewing how design and technology
and the elements of drama have been used to create meaning.
(Extension Version for Older or Gifted & Talented Students)
This could be a formal assessment for older students or a presentation
to the class where they need to choose one specific element and
thoroughly investigate it.
2. In groups students research other forms of puppetry. (E.g. full body
puppets, mask puppetry, marionettes, hand puppets, Japanese shadow
puppetry). In groups they need to create a brainstorm / plan for how
they would produce this show using another form of puppetry. Their
choices need to be justified, well-thought out and explained.
(Extension Version for Older or Gifted & Talented Students)
Students could present a powerpoint of their research and could give a
short sample of a performance using this style of puppetry.
3. Exploring the role of the director. Looking at the idea of ‘The
Hero’s Journey’ and seeing how it could change to make a more
dynamic or interesting performance piece. Students need to explore
how they would direct this piece and present it. They need to
investigate how many actors they would use, the type of stage space
and the form / style of either puppetry or general theatre that they
would use.
(Extension Version for Older or Gifted & Talented Students)
Students are placed in groups of 5 each is given a role (e.g. costume
design, set design, director, dramaturge, lighting / sound design etc.).
As a group the students need to create a pitch on how they envision
this show and how they would reproduce it based on their particular
role but also as a cohesive group.
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